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In the early 1960’s Medical Technologists performed a handful of manual tests,
which included glucose, urea, creatinine, electrolytes, cholesterol, basic enzymes,
total protein and albumin. Today, these are still some of the key tests performed in
clinical laboratories, however, the manual aspect for the testing of these analytes
has been replaced with automation. MedTest Dx has been at the forefront, regarding
clinical laboratory automation and many small clinical laboratories, Physician Office
Laboratories (POLs), drug courts and decentralized laboratories rely on MedTest Dx
for their automated clinical testing needs. MedTest Dx supplies the BS-200
Automated Clinical Analyzer, which is a small benchtop analyzer with the same
features as a larger-scale analyzer, but with significant  space saving features.
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Market: Low Volume Clinical Chemistry Laboratory Testing

MedTest Dx BS-200 Automated Clinical Analyzer:
High performance benchtop analyzer safeguarding the
integrity of your patients results
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The MedTest Dx BS-200 Automated Clinical Analyzer is a
fully automated, benchtop analyzer that can perform up to 
200 tests/ hr. without ISE and 330 test/ hr. with ISE. It
includes features such as independent mixing for optimal
homogenization along with liquid detection, collision
protection and probe cleaning to ensure the samples are
kept safe. This innovative analyzer has a broad test
menu consisting of  general chemistries, Drugs of Abuse,
and ISE’s. It can hold up to 40 samples and reagents,
allowing for ample work-away time. As shown in figure 1,
it is equipped with intuitive software with user operations
built in, making it the ideal solution for Physician
Owned Laboratories (POL), small decentralized
laboratories, toxicology laboratories and drug courts.
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Features, Advantages, and Benefits

DS-M1111-02

Features

MTBF: > 12 months

200 photometric tests / hour 
without ISE 

330 photometric tests / hour 
with ISE

Intuitive software with built-in   
operation commands

Comprehensive service contracts

Advantages

A robust system that is 
manufactured with high quality 

components

A high performance and 
throughput clinical system 

Logical, easy to navigate software

Service contracts from routine 
maintenance all the way up to next 

day emergency calls.

Benefits

Get the highest percent ROI on 
your purchase

Quicker turn-around-time for test 
results, dramatically shortening the 

waiting time for lab results

Save time and money in operator 
training

Flexible service contracts that 
accommodate your laboratory’s 

budget and needs. 

180 µL minimum reaction volume

High number of sample positions
 

Less reagent consumed per test

Capable of processing up to a total 
of 40 samples at a time

 

Lowers the cost per tests, allowing 
for higher financial returns

Longer walk-away time, frees up 
operators’ time to perform

other tasks

Product Number Description

BS200 BS-200 Analyzer without ISE 

BS200/ISE BS-200 ISE Module (Optional

115-022797-00 Drainage Module 

115-022798-00 Water Supply Module 
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